THE PROBLEM
IT’S TIME TO DROP
TRADITIONAL POWER.
OLD

The grid is more than century old. Electricity
supply and delivery need modern day solutions,
enter renewable power like Solar!

Filthy

The way power is generated puts our water sources,
air, and soil at risk. Solar is sustainable and
has minimal impact on out environment!

Costly

Power companies are all publicly traded, which means
they need to report profit every year, hence the main
reason rates continue to rise.
Solar is the best option for protecting yourself from
crazy rate hikes that line the pockets of those hurting
our environment and wallets!

THE SOLUTION

EASY

SUSTAINABLE

MONEY-SAVING

No need to have your power delivered from

No more pillaging soil, dirtying our water

The sun sends rays of warmth not invoices,

power stations miles away, with solar, your

sources, and polluting our skies, Embrace

keep your costs down and environmental

power plant is on your roof, it doesn’t get

the power of the sun and power your home.

impact up by choosing to go solar.

more efficient than that.

HOW IT WORKS
Welcome to Ultra Energy Solar!
Our team works diligently to ensure your

solar system is both cost effective and efficient!

Design Approvel

Our industry leading project managers
will contact you regularly to update
you on where you’re at in the process.

Site Survey

Permint Submission

Just be sure to have someone over the age of 18 present.

to get the ball rolling and fast, most homes are

Our engineers assess the home in under an hour!

We work with your local municipality

installed within 90 days.

Inspection

Permission to Operate

everything is up to code and ready to go.

start producing clean power!

Your power company will inspect to make sure

Installation

Time to flip the switch and

Referrals

One day installs,

Earn $500 for every qualified

we get you up and running quickly!

homeowner you connect us with!

FAQ
WHY ULTRA ENERGY SOLAR?
At ULTRA ENERGY SOLAR, we provide you with an unmatched best solar experience.
From first contact to install, we work tirelessly to ensure you know where you are at in the process.
Our solar professionals take pride in delivering a positive solar solution for homeowners just like you,
with custom program and financing options, we look forward to helping you transition to a clean powered home.

WHAT HAPPENS ON SNOWY AND CLOUDY DAYS?
We use Q-cells technology with all of our systems, this allows your panels to produce power dueing no-ideal weather conditions.

HOW MUCH DOES SOLAR COST?
There are many misconceptions about large out of pocket costs for solar. Our experts will help guide you to a solar solution for
your home with no out of pocket cost.

WHAT HAPPENS TO MY CURRENT UTILITY?
You keep ComEd as backup for your power! Win-Win

NOTES
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